The Stop-Signal paradigm has generated a great deal of research interest among cognitive neuroscientists because of its ability to probe response inhibition \[[@B1]\]. In the task, subjects make a speeded button press when prompted, except on a fraction of trials where a second stimulus (the stop signal) instructs the subject to withold the prepotent response. The success or failure of the subject on trial \'n\' is known to influence the following \'n+1\' trial, and is thought to index top-down control \[[@B1]-[@B3]\]. In the present study, we examined the putative networks involved in action monitoring \[[@B4]\] and top down control \[[@B5]\] with the goal of understanding the neural mechanisms underlying this stop signal after-effect \[[@B6]\]. We utilize a dynamical systems approach based on a recent conductance-based model of prefrontal cortex activity \[[@B7]\]. The behavior of the model is dictated by the amount of inhibitory control utilized during trial \'n\', with successful inhibition requiring the most inhibitory resources and go trials (no stop signal) the least, modeled here as recurrent activity within the prefrontal cortex. The use of a biophysically realistic model facilitated testing the hypothesis that a prefrontal top-down signal drives the extent of response inhibition on subsequent trials.

A single trial in the model begins with the presentation of a \'GO\' stimulus to a \'GO\' neural group. During a non-stop signal trial, activity within the GO group increases until it reaches a fixed threshold and we define the model to have \'gone\'. During a stop signal trial, an \'Inhibition\' neural group (as in \[[@B5]\]) begins to generate activity. Depending on the stop signal delay, the model either goes (failed inhibition) or successfully inhibits. Activation of these inhibitory groups also activates another neural group that represents how the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC, as in \[[@B4]\]) monitors conflict with respect to the different time courses of the \'Inhibition\' and \'GO\' groups. As suggested in \[[@B3]-[@B5]\], ACC activity is passed onto the prefrontal cortex (modeled per \[[@B7]\]) where recurrent activity is maintained to influence the following trials. The model exhibits realistic patterns of reaction times, with successful inhibition trials eliciting the most post-trial slowing, then failed inhibition trials, then no stop signal trials. These findings suggest that inhibitory after-effects may be driven by ACC and prefrontal influences, with the proposed mechanism potentially having implications for situations where motor inhibition is impaired, such as schizophrenia and aging.
